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The Port Towage Amsterdam operated tug SVITZER JUPITER outbound from the
IJmuiden lock with on the left seen the SVITZER TITAN Photo : Wim Castricum (c)
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Your feedback is important to me so please drop me an email if you have any photos /
articles that may be of interest to the maritime interested people at sea and ashore

PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE / PHOTOS / ARTICLES TO :

newsclippings@gmail.com

this above email address is monitored 24/7

PLEASE DONT CLICK ON REPLY AS THE NEWSLETTER IS SENt OUT FROM AN UNMANNED SERVER

If you don't like to receive this bulletin anymore : please send an e-mail to the above email adress for prompt action your e-mail adress will be deleted ASAP from the server

EVENTS, INCIDENTS & OPERATIONS

If you don’t receive the newsletter you can always download the latest edition via

http://newsletter.maasmondmaritime.com/ShippingNewsPdf/magazine.pdf

The Norwegian cruise ship VIKING MARS butts into some boisterous weather in Sumner Bay after leaving Lyttelton on
January 5, while the pilot boat waits for her to make a lee. Photo: Nick Tolerton (c)
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GBMS AND JR SHIPPING ARE MAKING A STRONG
CASE FOR THIS TOGETHER

Reducing container loss

JR Shipping’s ENSEMBLE outbound from Rotterdam heading for Las Palmas Photo : Henk van der Heijden ©
Drastically reducing container loss. That is the core target of
the revolutionary GBMS SaaS Warning System. JR Shipping
was and is closely involved in the development. On December
15, the shipping company and GBMS signed an agreement for
the installation of the system on two vessels: MV OOCL
RAUMA and MV ENSEMBLE. “A fantastic system!”, claims
Robert-Jean Dupuis, director ship management at JR Shipping
in Harlingen. In addition to Robert-Jean, Michiel Gunsing and
Joris Brouwer signed the collaboration contract. The maritime
engineers devised the system and decided to set up GBMS for
the further development of smart data systems that help
make international shipping more efficient, safer, and greener.
From idea to smart shipping software
Michiel and Joris from GBMS managed to arouse the interest
of JR Shipping during an international shipping fair. A few
years ago, already. There was only an idea back then. GBMS
was looking for partners to convert the idea into a concrete
product and to further develop and test it in a realistic environment.
JR Shipping saw the value of the emerging software system and linked GBMS to the crew of MV OOCL RAUMA. On
board and in close collaboration with the crew, the idea turned into the 'fantastic system', as Robert-Jean of JR Shipping
calls it. The software monitors the motion of the containers and theeffect of the forces exerted on them at sea. This is
done based on data from the loading plan and the existing BAPLIE files.
Real-time monitoring
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If anything deviates from the norm, the system issues a warning, so that the crew can immediately see what is going on
and intervene. This significantly reduces the risk of containers being lost. At sea, the GBMS Warning System provides realtime information. The system can also be deployed in advance, in the port. With the aim of optimizing charging plans.
Various terminals in Rotterdam are showing serious interest in the system. Fellow shipping companies are closely
following the concrete steps that JR Shipping is now taking.

JR Shipping's ELYSEE is currently chartered as OOCL RAUMA above spotted off Southampton
Photo : Peter Hollands (c)
At the beginning of 2023, MV OOCL
RAUMA and container vessels MV
ENSEMBLE will sail with the GBMS
system. The rest of the JR Shipping
container fleet is in line to retrieve
the system over the year. Profit for
the environment and sustainability
goals Robert-Jean Dupuis explains
the importance of the development
as follows. “In percentage terms,
the number of containers lost during
international shipping movements is
negligible. But there are still 2000
per year and the impact on the
environment is often dramatic.”
“GBMS software drastically reduces
the risk of such environmental
disasters. In addition, optimizing
load plans contributes to more
efficient fuel consumption. Given the
need to make shipping more sustainable, this is also a major benefit. As a Dutch shipping company, we are proud to play
an active role in this development.”

Maersk to build first green and smart logistics centre
in China

By Rakin Rahman
Maersk will open its first green and smart flagship logistics centre in China.
Maersk signed the Land Grant Contract with the administrative committee of Lin-gang in late December 2022. The
project, with a total investment of $174 million, is expected to begin in the third quarter of 2024. Covering an area of
approximately 113,000 square metres, the Lin-gang flagship logistics centre is designed to have a warehousing storage of
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150,000 square metres. The logistics centre will also comprise four ramped three-storey high standard warehouses and
one 24-metre-high warehouse with automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS).
The centre will provide customers with a plethora of integrated logistics services. These include international export
consolidation, regional and global order fulfilment and distribution, cross border e-commerce and other value-added
logistics services. Managing Director of Maersk Greater China, Caroline Wu, said: “With Lin-gang’s proximity to Yangshan
port and its favourable free trade policies, our flagship logistics centre will provide agile and sustainable solutions,
connecting and simplifying our customers’ supply chains.” This new flagship facility centre will enrol for the greatest
platinum level certification of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design). In order to maximise efficiency on
water and energy usage, it will be built using cutting-edge environmentally friendly materials and be equipped with solar
panels and a rainwater management system. The new facility will also be equipped with LED lighting, nature ventilation,
non-fossil energy heating systems, and electric vehicle and equipment charging piles, to further improve their
environmental footprint. This facility is set to achieve net-zero emission after completion.

Damen Marine Components wins first four-vessel
order in the USA

The Netherlands’ Damen Marine Components (DMC)
has won its first multi-vessel order in the USA. Four
packages, each comprised of steering gear and
rudders, five winches and two towing pin systems, will
be supplied to US shipbuilder C&C Marine & Repair for
four new-build Multi Cats 3013 workboats. The first
two vessels will be delivered to Callan Marine Ltd. and
the second two vessels will be built "on spec" by C&C
Marine & Repair for sale or lease to the US market.
Each of the 30-metre, multi-purpose Multi Cats will be
fitted with DMC piston-type steering gear, two tugger
winches, an anchor winch, a towing winch, an anchor
handling winch and two towing pin systems rated 50
and 80 tonnes respectively. All of these are designed
and manufactured at DMC’s production facilities in the
Netherlands, Poland and China. DMC will also be
supplying a triple rudder system for each vessel,
produced in-house to a third-party design. All DMC
equipment is designed and built on the three
principles of durability, reliability and low maintenance
over the long term and in all conditions.
C&C Marine and Repair was established in 1997 and is
located in Belle Chasse, LA, on 80 acres along the
Intracoastal Waterway. The company designs and
builds dredges, dredge support vessels, towboats,
barges and offshore supply vessels, along with a
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variety of other marine vessels. The company’s facilities are designed to perform all new construction inside enclosed
workshops, with multiple projects underway at the same time.
Callan Marine, LTD. is a Texas-based, privately-owned dredging and marine construction business founded in 2009. It
performs dredging projects for both private and public clients by providing services to restore berthing depths for ship
docks, navigation channels and otherwise facilitating transportation in the nation’s waterways. The primary purpose of the
Multi Cats will be to support Callan Marine’s dredging fleet; handling anchors and towing barges wherever they may be
operating. The DMC equipment is designed to cope in a wide range of conditions from the subtropical climate of the Gulf
of Mexico to the freezing winters on the Great Lakes.
All DMC’s winches are designed using proven engineering
principles and built to the highest standards. Its towing winches
are unique with gearboxes that automatically adjust to the
required pulling force. This enables them to always run at the most
efficient speed. This technology is also used for the anchorhandling winches to maximize safety in the often hazardous
conditions in which they operate. All DMC products can be
customized to meet the requirements of each client. Tony Cibilich,
owner of C&C Marine, says: “We have full confidence that Damen
Marine Components’ equipment will deliver years of trouble-free
service to our client Callan Marine. DMC’s products can be found
all over the world and it has a strong reputation in the
international market. We look forward to doing business with them
again in the future.” Arie van den Adel, Chief Operating Officer
of Callan Marine, stated: "Our dredges depend on these working
vessels to complete large scale public and private projects. We are
proud to have the quality of winches provided by DMC on these
important new builds."Ronald Beekhof, Sales Manager Damen
Marine Components, added: “It gives us great pleasure to be able to show to the US market that we design and build
equipment that vessel owners and operators can depend on for reliability and minimal downtime over the long term. Our
thanks go to C&C Marine for giving us this opportunity and we look forward to supporting them throughout the
installation and commissioning process.” The four Multi Cats 3013 will be delivered over the course of 2023.

The DINA TRADER arriving in Malta Photo : Michael Cassar (c)

Ever Forward owner to pay nearly $700K for oyster
bar restoration in Maryland after ship’s grounding
last year

By CHRISTINE CONDON
The owner of the Ever Forward container ship, which ran aground in the Chesapeake Bay in March, will pay Maryland
more than half a million dollars to enhance local oyster bars as a penalty for the accident, following a Wednesday morning
vote from Maryland’s Board of Public Works. After the grounding, Maryland issued an emergency wetlands license that
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allowed for dredging the shallow bottom around the vessel to re-float it. After several attempts — and the removal of
about 500 cargo containers — the Ever Forward was freed April 17.

Wednesday’s vote by the Maryland board — which includes the governor, comptroller and state treasurer — tacks on a
$676,200 payment to that license, which will go toward enhancing and reseeding 41 acres of oyster bars to mitigate for
the grounding. Because the grounding occurred in Anne Arundel County, oyster bars there will be prioritized by the
Maryland Department of Natural Resources.
The ship’s Taiwanese owner, Evergreen Marine Corp., did not immediately respond Tuesday afternoon to a request for
comment on the payment. Oysters are an important bay species because they are filter feeders, meaning they remove
algae and harmful nutrients from the water as they live and grow. They can be grown and then planted on reefs in the
estuary by human hands to bolster their population.
The Ever Forward’s grounding and dredging impacted 14 acres of bay bottom, including 11.5 acres within the boundary of
a natural oyster bar, the Maryland Department of the Environment said in a news release. The impacted bar wasn’t very
populated to begin with, according to a survey by the Department of Natural Resources, so there were “no discernable
impacts” on oysters, aside from the “deep footprint of the ship and dredging.”
But the area was a favored habitat for blue crabs during the winter months, when the creatures burrow into the muddy
bottom to protect themselves from the cold. The grounding and subsequent efforts to free the Ever Forward impacted an
estimated 423 crabs, or about 5 bushels, according to DNR’s survey. Given that the average baywide harvest of blue
crabs is 1.3 million bushels annually, the grounding’s impact on the crab population is “very small,” the survey said. But,
the grounding could redistribute crabs to other locations for their “overwintering.” That could impact local harvesters,
because the location beside the Craighill Channel is known to be a productive area for crabbing in the springtime when
the crabs emerge from the mud, according to the survey. Exacerbating matters, 2022 was already a year with a very low
blue crab population, when crabs appeared to be favoring the northern bay, the survey stated. In a report last month, the
U.S. Coast Guard stated that the Ever Forward’s bay pilot had spent half of the vessel’s two-hour voyage on phone calls,
and sent a few text messages and drafted an email before the grounding. The state has since suspended the license of
the pilot, Steven Germac, and the Coast Guard report warned he could face civil penalty action for his conduct. Currently,
the Maryland Board of Pilots, which licenses and regulates the pilots using the Port of Baltimore, doesn’t have a cellphone
policy but is expected to consider the matter at its next meeting Friday. Source : Baltimore Sun.

New Turkish liner boosts services to Russia

A NEW name in Turkish container shipping, Sidra Line, founded in Istanbul last May by former COSCO executive Ferec
Kahveci, is providing links to Russia.The liner recently launched a Black Sea feeder service linking Istanbul with
Novorossiysk, one of a host of new Turkish links to Russia in the 11 months since war broke out with Ukraine.Alphaliner
reports two chartered ships in the 350 TEU size range are being used on the weekly service. Sidra already operates a
Turkey- Libya service using a 505 TEU vessel, according to Singapore's Splash 247.
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MSC bests Maersk’s reliability performance
By Margherita Bruno

The MSC LONDON Eastbound navigating the Singapore Strait
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
Global schedule reliability figures were up once again in
November 2022 according to last month’s analysis from SeaIntelligence.Schedule reliability improved by 4.7 percentage
points month-on-month (M/M) in November 2022 to reach
56.6 per cent The average delay for late vessel arrivals has
also been improving consistently since the start of the year as
reported by the firm In November 2022, average delay
improved once again by another -0.58 days M/M to 5.04
days.Sea-Intelligence found that both schedule reliability and
average delay are now better than the 2020 level as well. MSC
was the most reliable carrier in November 2022 with 63.4 per
cent, followed by Maersk with 61.7 per cent – the only carriers
above 60 per cent.The next 8 carriers recorded schedule
reliability of 50 per cent to 60 per cent, while 4 carriers
recorded between 40 and 50 per cent. Yang Ming recorded the
lowest score standing at 42.5 per cent. Apart from the
Taiwanese carrier, all of the top 14 carriers recorded a M/M
improvement.All carriers recorded a double-digit year-on-year
improvement in schedule reliability, with 12 carriers recording
improvements of over 20 percentage points. At the end of last
year, the firm wrote that major shipping lines recorded historic
profits for a combined EBIT of $41.6 billion in the second
quarter of 2022, whilst trends show a gradual decline in
shipping rates. Source : porttechnology
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The VERTOM MERIDIAAN inbound navigating the Westerschelde passing Breskens Photo : Henk de Winde (c)

Keen EU interest in Philippine shipping after foreign
ownership cap removed

THE shipping and telecommunications in the Philippines are likely to receive an increase in EU investment after a law
removes 40 per cent foreign equity cap in various industries, reports Manila's BusinessWorld. European Chamber of
Commerce (ECCP) president Lars Wittig declared that "when it comes to shipping, we already know that the interest is
keen; actually, I will say extreme." Despite the high freight rates in the Philippines, Mr Wittig stated some of the largest
international shipping companies still had access to domestic freight. Freight charges increased 25 per cent this year,
reflecting the impact of higher oil prices. The presence of foreign companies here is because of their enthusiasm, while Mr
Wittig said "because they had to go through a lot of challenges in order to get the advantages that they already had
before the Public Service Act was signed." This was possible because of their size and decades of operations, which
allowed them to find ways to work around obstacles "We want everybody, without any limitation, to be able to do it, not
just the biggest because they have the money to find a way," said Mr Wittig. "It has to be equal, fair, even playing field
for everybody - foreign and local alike, not just a few foreign and all the locals." Mr Wittig stated foreign interest in
telecommunications was apparent from the 2018 bid to become the third player in the telecommunications
industry."There were multiple European telco providers that came here, but none of them won the tender, also because
many of them didn't even submit their proposal. Why? Because of the 40 per cent ownership cap," said Mr Wittig. "40 per
cent into something like telco is a massive investment, but it's not enough ownership to control your own destiny. And
therefore, that was won by the Chinese. Now that the Public Service Act has been passed, European telecommunications
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companies have indicated renewed interest. "They are very eager to return now and give it another try, and they will be
dead serious about it. I guarantee you," said Mr Wittig."I also believe personally they will succeed in doing this."

The FUGRO GALAXY in IJmuiden Photo : Wim Castricum (c)

Message to readers: All banners are inter-active and click through to advertiser web sites

The roro ferry STENA ESTRID arriving in Holyhead, N Wales. Photo : Jim Prentice (C)
http://caledoniantransportphotos.blogspot.com http://caledoniantransportphotos-buses.blogspot.com
http://caledoniantransportphotos-railways.blogspot.com http://caledonianmodelwarships.blogspot.com

Drewry Container Forecaster: Old habits die hard

We gave carriers too much credit by thinking they would proactively manage capacity. A deep-seated instinct to preserve
volumes has kicked in, leaving carriers without control of the market, says Drewry in its latest Container Forecaster
report. Up until a few months ago, Drewry was fairly confident that lines would take the necessary steps to reduce
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capacity before the market got completely out of hand. We were wrong (although we always said carrier behaviour was a
major risk to our forecasts).
In the latest Container Forecaster, Drewry reviews the outlook for the market with a fresh perspective on carrier
tendencies and what it means for various stakeholders.
Over the course of this extraordinary phase in container shipping’s history we convinced ourselves – after much dialogue
with various stakeholders – that a structural change had occurred in the industry, that consolidation and more efficient
carrier alliances would help change old habits. That was wrong too.
Belatedly, it is now clear to us that carriers have lost control of the container market, have failed to pro-actively manage
capacity, and will act on capacity only when they are forced to do so by heavy losses.
When the market first started showing signs of weakness earlier this year, the deep-seated instinct to preserve volumes
and price lower to secure short-term bookings, rather than control capacity, kicked in. In hindsight, that was the moment
when carriers needed to take action, but failure to act then means they are now powerless and completely exposed to
external market forces.
That is not to say that carriers have done nothing, but despite all of the various service suspensions and raft of blank
sailings, nothing has worked. Spot rates have continued to fall on a weekly basis, rapidly closing in on five-year 2015-19
averages. Now that the container bubble has burst, the record order frenzy of 2021-22 – which to date has seen some
6.7 million teu contracted – now appears even more excessive than it did at the time. While we believe that capacity
reductions will keep top line 2023 fleet growth relatively shallow at 1.9%, the easing of supply chain congestion will
increase effective capacity at a much greater rate – predicted 19% rise – returning the market to an over supplied
position The price paid for reverting to type is that contract quotations are now being set at a fraction of the levels of a
year ago. These realisations are reflected in our vastly downgraded freight rates and carrier profitability forecasts. To
answer why greater capacity reducing measures have not yet materialised – the idle fleet percentage is only marginally
higher than it was three months ago and demolitions are only barely starting to occur – we have created a new chart
tracking the breakeven points for three East-West container trades. What it tells us is that trade route profitability in AsiaWest Coast North America and Asia-North Europe is diminishing very quickly, but the impetus for more significant capacity
cuts was missing because lanes were still profitable. Left unchecked, however, costs will soon exceed revenues in these
routes. In contrast, round voyage revenue remains way above RV cost in the Transatlantic, making it easily the most
profitable East-West route. The chart is akin to a doomsday clock, counting down the time before carriers incur losses.
The closer the two lines are to one another, the more pressing the need to engage in capacity management. In our view,
the fact that the chart lines are close to converging in Asia-WCNA and Asia-North Europe will drive further action, but it
might remain at the edges of what is needed for a little while yet i.e., no immediate rush to lay up or scrap.
This is because carriers may want to hold on to see if there is a rush of bookings for the pre-Chinese New Year window
(starting 22 January 2023). At the same time, the fact that the Transatlantic remains a profitable playground provides an
opportunity to cascade some ships there instead of giving up earnings potential by deactivating assets.
Given that loaded volumes are falling at an alarming rate and that rates are nearing breakeven levels, we think that
carriers will finally get busier with some capacity cuts during 2023.
There will be no “managed decline” (meaning very effective and timely matching of capacity with demand) as we
described in the last edition. We still think there will be major capacity reconstruction, but it will be carried out to prevent
freight rates from falling below breakeven, not to gently ease profit margins above historical averages.
Our view
We were wrong to believe that increased market concentration and new-found market power would stop shipping lines
from repeating the mistakes of the past.While cargo demand has contracted at a faster pace than many anticipated and
some action has been taken to address overcapacity, it has been largely too little, too late. Instead carriers have lost
control of capacity and reverted to price competition to retain volumes. Source: Drewry

H2Carrier AS and Anori A/S to co-operate in
developing a large PtX project in Greenland

Partners plan the development of the first commercial wind farm in Greenland with subsequent production and export of
green ammonia
H2Carrier AS and the Greenland based company Anori A/S have signed a Letter of Intent (LOI) with the purpose of
developing the first commercial wind farm in Greenland with subsequent production and export of green ammonia. The
wind farm is projected to comprise 1.5GW renewable energy which will supply power to H2Carrier’s floating production
vessel for hydrogen and green ammonia, the so-called P2XFloater™. Green ammonia will be stored in tanks onboard the
vessel, then exported to smaller shipping vessels and carried to the international market for ammonia. This large project
will enable Greenland to play a key role within global decarbonisation. H2Carrier has developed a proprietary design for a
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vessel which will produce, store and export green ammonia, the P2XFloater™. This design has been developed in a close
co-operation with leading engineering firms in Norway. As far as H2Carrier is aware, the P2XFloater™is the first of its kind
to be launched on a global basis capable of producing hydrogen and ammonia on an industrial scale. The P2XFloater™ is
based on well proven technologies from floating production of oil and gas (FPSOs- floating production, storage and
offloading) in combination with control systems which optimise renewable power, electrolysers and the Haber-Boschprocess for production of ammonia. H2Carrier will build, own/lease and operate a fleet of P2XFloaters™ on PtX projects
globally.
CEO Mårten Lunde in H2Carrier, states as follows:
"All industrial use of ammonia at present is associated with significant emissions of CO2. By building on established and
proven technologies with a strong safety track record from oil and gas we have developed zero carbon solutions for
ammonia which is a key ingredient in agriculture and the food industry. Greenland is uniquely positioned to take a leading
role internationally for supply of green ammonia and locally, a significant industrial project of this magnitude will be
important to the Greenland society by way of employment opportunities and positive economic impact. We are proud to
co-operate on this project with Anori which express and reflects values and attitudes that we are confident will be valued
by the society in Greenland." "At present, less than 1% of the global ammonia consumption globally is produced from
renewable energy. We need to turn this around to come closer to 100% as soon as possible in order to reach the targets
of the Paris agreement" says Nicolai Fossar Fabritius, the Chairman of Anori, who prior to co-founding the company
worked several years as a director of the Danish wind turbine manufacturer Vestas. The CEO Palle Christiansen in Anori
stated as follows: «We are proud to co-operate with H2Carrier and we all feel humble when embarking on this significant
project which has a huge export potential for Greenland» and adds that «Greenland is well positioned to realize such a
project. We have space and such a project will not prevent other activities or projects. Greenland as attractive wind
resources and ample access to clean water. Clients are based internationally and Greenland will benefit from new
employment and export revenues. This is a win/win project- from the climate to the treasury!” Finally, Mr. Lunde in
H2Carrier concludes as follows "The innovative P2XFloater™ design represents a cost and time efficient and flexible
solution for production of green ammonia in an industrial scale at a competitive price. The demand for green ammonia is
rapidly increasing due to the industrial decarbonisation. This is an attractive project at the right location at the right time.”
Source : portnews

Steller Systems secures a contract to develop
damage control system for ships

The company will design, build and test a prototype system for permanent installation or deployement on a ship in the
event of damage Steller Systems has been awarded a contract by the Defence and Security Accelerator to develop an
innovative damage control system for ships Changes to platform design and operation, steady reductions in crew numbers
and the accelerating move to uncrewed, autonomous vessels mean that new approaches are required to ensure that
damage control measures can continue to be successfully achieved. Under this contract, Steller Systems will design, build
and test a prototype system that can be permanently installed or rapidly deployed on a ship in the event of damage.The
work will be based upon Steller Systems’ extensive experience of naval and commercial vessel damage stability, providing
emergency response naval architecture support to Royal Navy vessels, designing uncrewed vessels and rapid prototyping
using innovative techniques. Steller Systems’ team of naval architects and marine engineers relish technical challenges
and developing innovative solutions. Due to a number of recent contract awards we are currently recruiting talented
individuals at all levels. Source : PortNews
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NEW PARTNERSHIP TO DEVELOP ELNG BUNKERING
SERVICES AT PORT HEDLAND
Written by Rhys Berry

Bulkers loading in Port Hedland
Photo’s : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo’s & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
Australian companies Pilbara Clean Fuels
and Oceania Marine Energy have signed a
memorandum of understanding that will
see the parties collaborate to develop an
‘end-to-end’ low-carbon profile eLNG
production and ship bunkering capability
concept for Port Hedland.
As previously reported, early stage project
development company PCF is progressing
a development concept for a new, midscale, ‘low carbon footprint’ eLNG plant to
be located at the Western Australia port,
which is the world’s largest for iron ore
export. The principal purpose of the plant
will be the conversion of pipeline natural
gas to LNG on a tolling basis, with the
LNG to be marketed as marine bunker fuel
for bulk iron ore carriers operating out of
Port Hedland.
The LNG re-fuelling concept is based on
ship-to-ship bunkering of vessels while at anchor off Port Hedland. Perth-based OME is developing a LNG marine fuel
bunkering business using a purpose-designed LNG re-fuelling vessel to be chartered from Kanfer Shipping, Norway. ‘We
are pleased to have formed the collaborative relationship with OME. The partnership provides a truly end-to-end
development and implementation capability for LNG marine bunkering at Port Hedland,’ said PCF Managing Director,
Robert Malabar. ‘We believe the reduced GHG life-cycle profile of the concept, compared to the status quo, will fuel lively
debate among stakeholders concerning the overall economic and environmental benefit and “value-add” to WA’s iron ore
resources through this attractive application of the State’s natural gas.’OME Managing Director, Nick Bentley, added:
‘Oceania and PCF’s collaboration heralds the beginning of a new decarbonisation initiative in Western Australia, enabling a
much-needed lower-carbon fuel source for shipping. The Oceania and PCF collaboration is aimed at providing a supply
capability for low-carbon footprint LNG, for the first time available on-route to the Australia Asia iron ore shipping fleets.
‘Together we are excited to participate in Australia’s primary green corridor for shipping, supporting significant emission
reductions across the mining and maritime sectors.’In January 2021, bulk carrier HL Green became the first LNG-fuelled
vessel to berth at the Port of Port Hedland after calling on its maiden voyage. Source : Bunkerspot
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Pilot-boat in Eden, NSW, Australia. Photo : Capt. Edgar Gold ©

Will 2023 be the “Mixed Bag” Everyone’s Expecting
For Shipping?

2023 has began with most experts expecting a mixed bag for the various shipping segments. In its latest report,
shipbroker Intermodal said that “the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) published a Global
Trade Update on December 13th highlighting that global trade would hit a record $32 billion for 2022 despite the war in
Ukraine and the continuation of pandemic-related lockdowns in China. However, as geopolitical tensions, high energy
prices and sustained inflation persist, the slowdown that began in the middle of 2022 is likely to constrain global trade in
2023. Enter China, who for the past few weeks has been – not so gradually – scrapping the restrictions, quarantines and
other measures of their very strict Covid policy and China’s top leaders have signaled shifting their focus back to growth”.
According to Intermodal’s SnP Broker, Mr. Theodore Ntalakos, “in 2023, tankers are likely to perform well, while we
should expect Russian oil products exports to surge before the 5th of February starting date of sanctions on petroleum
products it will be interesting to see the new ton-miles, for example how the volumes moved from the Primorsk to ARA
trade will be replaced. On the back of a great market, the tanker fleet grew by about 150 vessels or 2.5%, almost half of
them were Aframax/LR2 size, about fifty were MR tankers and about thirty five Suezmaxes and VLCCs each; in the
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LR1/Panamax sector the fleet has again contracted by two vessels. It’s notable that the orderbook for tankers is smaller
today than it was at the beginning of 2022. In fact with the exception of 2021 when there was a marginal increase of just
about twenty vessels, the orderbook has been shrinking for the last four years, bringing the orderbook to fleet ratio to
about 4.2%, while the overaged fleet of vessels over 20years old represents about 9% (>20,000dwt) of the fleet”.

The 302.107 dwt tanker TENJUN (NYK Line) passing Vlissingen navigating the Westerschelde heading for the Everingen
Alfa anchorage Photo : Wim Kosten – www.maritimephoto.com (c)
Meanwhile, “on the dry bulk prospects are tighter, on the one hand, there is persisting inflation, high interest rates and a
recession looming over our heads, but on the other hand, China is coming back on growth track, the UN is – with the
Black Sea Grain Initiative – trying to resist unnecessary export restrictions in order to stabilize spiraling food prices and
save some of the damage done from the cascading effects of the war in Ukraine. On the other-other hand. the dry bulk
ship supply side, the world fleet has increased by about 350 vessels year-on-year corresponding to a growth of about
2.8%, while over the previous years it was about 3.1% (2021), 3.0% (2020) and 3.1% the year before that (2019). We
hope that this relatively small fleet expansion will provide a resistance level for the freight rates in 2023. The current dry
bulk orderbook although it has expanded a bit as there have been some order replenishment, remains at about 7% of the
world fleet. Also notable, we now have more than five hundred vessels over 25years old in the fleet, and all the bulk
carriers older than 20 years represent close to 12% of the world dry bulk fleet; it was 10% last year and 9.5% the year
before, an aging fleet mainly on the smaller sizes”, Intermodal’s analyst said. “In China, because of the recent relaxation
of Covid-19 restrictions, the surge in covid-cases is resulting in a slowdown in activity across the country but it is also
resulting in port congestions due to the impaired workforce (agents, pilots, stevedores, authorities and other services) hit
by the illness, we, however, expect that to normalize in the coming months. So for the New Year which is just around the
corner, we will have new tanker ton-miles, inflation, high-interest rates, recession, the war in Ukraine, oil sanctions, EEXI
Compliance, slow steaming, China back to consumption and growth; bring it on 2023”, Mr. Ntalakos concluded.
Source : Nikos Roussanoglou, Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide

Chinese car makers set up shipping jv with Anhui
Port and Shipping

Anhui Provincial Port and Shipping Group has set up a ro-ro transportation company with Chinese car makers Chery and
JAC. The newly established joint venture, Anhui Hangrui International Ro-Ro Transportation Company, will also be
engaged in international container shipping, cargo transportation and supply chain services, reports UK's Seatrade
Maritime News. During January and November 2022, China's import and export value of automobile products was US$228
billion, an increase of 11.9 per cent year on year and the export value grew 26.9 per cent. Export automobile number was
2.984 million, increasing 54.9 per cent year on year. With the rapid growth of export vehicle market, China has become
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the second largest automobile export country in 2022. "The new energy automobile is promoting China-made vehicles
development to global market, we believe automobile export amount of China will exceeded 5 million units soon," said Cui
Dongshu, secretary general of China's National Passenger Cars Association.Last year, China's shipping giant Cosco
Shipping and the top port operator Shanghai International Port Group jointly formed company with automobile logistics
specialist Anji Logistics to develop automobile supply chain service

CASUALTY REPORTING

ATB Tug Sinks at the Pier at Port of Milwaukee

On Monday, an ATB tug
partially sank at the Port
of Milwaukee, prompting a
pollution-control response.
At about 1130 in the
morning, the National
Response Center
responsible
for
coordinating
oil
spill
response efforts - notified
the Coast Guard that the
tug Michigan had partially
sunk at its moorings. The
vessel has at most 40,000
gallons of diesel aboard,
but no pollution has been
observed, according to
the Coast Guard. Booms
and sorbent material have
been deployed as a
precautionary measure. Photos from the scene appear to show that the Michigan is still in the notch and attached to its
petroleum barge, the Great Lakes. The tug's stern is submerged, but the bow and superstructure are still above water. No
damage or other impacts to the barge have been reported. “At this point in time, the Coast Guard’s focus is the marine
environmental protection and the potential waterway impacts,” said Capt. Seth Parker, the Commander of Sector Lake
Michigan. MICHIGAN (ex name Amoco Michigan) was originally built as a conventional twin-screw tugboat by Bay
Shipbuilding in 1982. She was retrofitted with the Articouple ATB coupling system in 2015 and joined to the barge Great
Lakes to become a tug-barge pair. Today she operates as part of the fleet of Muskegon-based Andrie Transportation
Group. The shipowner, U.S. Venture, has contracted with a salvor to continue the response. Source : MAREX

NAVY NEWS
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WA MARITIME MUSEUM SUBMARINE TO BE PAINTED
By : Ian Ackerman

Photo’s : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo’s & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
THE MUCH-loved HMAS OVENS submarine makeover is one step closer following the award of the contract to repair and
repaint the vessel. Eptec Marine has been awarded the contract to carry out safe and secure removal of the existing paint
from HMAS OVENS, prepare the external steel and fibreglass
surfaces, and repaint the vessel. Due to the submarine’s location
and age, the safe containment, capture, and removal of all existing
coating products is of the highest priority for this project. HMAS
OVENS was initially launched in 1967. After decommissioning in

1995, the submarine was gifted to the Western
Australian Museum, where it was then docked
on the No.1 Slipway adjacent to WA Maritime
Museum in Fremantle.The former navy submarine
is a popular exhibit at the WA Maritime
Museum. However, the external hull and paintwork are in a poor state of repair, requiring urgent treatment to ensure
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the submarine’s longevity as a key part of WA’s naval history The repair work is scheduled to commence in the first
quarter of this year to allow for optimal working conditions. WA culture and the arts minister David Templeman said, “We
understand the valuable role HMAS OVENS played in maintaining the security of our waters when it was in operation –
and the role the vessel continues to play in educating the community about WA’s naval heritage“ Incorporating this
maintenance work into a broader revitalisation of Victoria Quay will ensure the historical port area continues to be
enjoyed by visitors for years to come,” Mr Templeman said. Source : Daily Cargo News

SHIPYARD NEWS

Irving to Build Two Arctic Patrol Ships for the
Canadian Coast Guard

The Canadian government has finalized a deal with Irving Shipbuilding to build two more Arctic and Offshore Patrol Ships
(AOPS), this time for the Canadian Coast Guard.

The HARRY DEWOLF under construction in Halifax as seen in June 2018
Photo : Piet Sinke www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
CLICK at the photo & hyperlink in text to view and/or download the photo(s) !
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The first six contracted AOPS hulls are being delivered to the Royal Canadian Navy, and they are also known as the Harry
DeWolf-class offshore patrol vessels. Three have been delivered and two more are currently under construction. The deal
to expand the class with a modified variant for the Canadian Coast Guard extends the production run for Irving and its
growing workforce. It also brings in new revenue, to the tune of about US$600 million per hull, according to CBC. This is
about US$100 million less than the price of the naval version, which was built on an extended timeline to bridge a
projected gap in yard activity. The class has had its share of teething issues. HMCS HARRY DEWOLF is currently
sidelined due to diesel generator failures, and the Royal Canadian Navy recently discovered excess lead in the drinking
water system. It has traced the cause back to pipe fittings and valves made of alloys that exceed lead content standards.
The same components have also been built into sister ships HMCS MARGARET BROOKE, HMCS MAX BERNAYS, and
HMCS WILIAM HALL .
The AOPS contract is part of Canada's National Shipbuilding Strategy, the multi-year procurement program that divides
federal shipbuilding work between three yards - Seaspan (Vancouver), Irving (Halifax) and the recently-added Davie
Shipbuilding (Quebec).

ROUTE, PORTS & SERVICES

the Cashman Equipment Corp. barge JMC 2602, loaded with an inland deck barge, departing Amelia, Louisiana
under tow of tug SYDNEY BLAIR, for ocean towage to Tuxpan, Mexico.

PORT OF SOUTHAMPTON RECORDS 42 COLD
IRONING OPERATIONS IN 2022

Written by Rhys Berry
The Port of Southampton says it supported 15 ships to plug into shore power a total of 42 times last year. As previously
reported, in April, the British port activated shore power at two of its five cruise terminals – Horizon and Mayflower.In
what it described as a ‘significant year for cruise’, the Port of Southampton welcomed 489 cruise calls during 2022, with
ships spending 111 days ‘alongside’ without passenger operations. Looking ahead to 2023, the port says it is due to
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welcome 492 cruise calls and will host maiden calls from a further seven cruise ships including newbuild ships MSC
EXPLORA 1 and Silversea Cruises’ SILVER NOVA. Source : The Bunkerspot

LIVERPOOL CHARITY PRESENTS SURVITEC WITH
INAUGURAL AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MARITIME SAFETY WITH SEAHAVEN SOLUTION

Global Survival Technology solutions provider Survitec has today received the inaugural MV Derbyshire Award from the
Liverpool Shipwreck and Humane Society (LS&HS) for its Seahaven Advanced Evacuation Systems (AES). The award
celebrates individuals, companies or organisations that have made an important contribution to maritime safety in the
Northwest of England region.
LS&HS presented the award to Stew
Gregory, the lead designer of Seahaven,
at Survitec’s facility in Birkenhead, UK.
Seahaven is the world’s largest
inflatable lifeboat designed to evacuate
up to 1,060 passengers in under 22
minutes while providing up to 85%
additional deck space for cruiseship
owners and operators to generate
revenue. Tony Jones, chair of the
LS&HS, said: “The MV Derbyshire Award
reflects the focus of the Derbyshire
families, and Survitec’s Seahaven was
chosen as the winner of the 2022 MV
Derbyshire Award as it encompasses all
that is important in developing solutions
for safety at sea.” The judges felt that
Seahaven’s
technology,
including
launching at the push of a button,
deploying in under four minutes and travelling independently for 24 hours, was innovative and redefined the previously
held concepts of maritime safety, especially for mass evacuation. It is also a hugely visible and significant statement of
the importance of saving lives at sea. Mr Jones added: “This pioneering approach to maritime safety reflects the values of
the LS&HS, as it pushes the boundaries of life-saving.” Receiving the award, Mr Gregory said: “Over the past 100 years,
Survitec has demonstrated a commitment to innovation, investment and development of Survival Technology for those
who rely and depend on it. We are extremely pleased to collect this award from the Liverpool Shipwreck and Humane
Society in recognition of Survitec’s sole purpose. We Exist to Protect Lives.” This inaugural annual award for maritime
safety is named after the MV Derbyshire, a Liverpool ship that was tragically lost on 9 September 1980 during Typhoon
Orchid, south of Japan. She is the largest British ship to have been lost at sea, with the deaths of 42 crew members, plus
two wives. For decades, the MV Derbyshire families focused not just on justice for their loved ones, but on the wider
issues of maritime standards and safety, seeking to ensure that no more innocent lives are lost at sea. England’s
Northwest region has been long renowned for both its shipping history and also its maritime innovation, and now the
Liverpool Shipwreck and Humane Society, formed in 1839, has launched this award for which nominations will open again
in June 2023.

Prysmian to further expand its cable-laying vessel
fleet

By : Calum Elliott
Prysmian Group, a world leader in the energy and telecom cable systems industry, has announced an investment of
approximately €200 million in a new cutting-edge cable-layer plus an adjustment for cable equipment of approximately
€40 million. The new vessel is expected to be fully operational by Q1 2025 and will reinforce Prysmian’s project execution
capabilities and its EPCI (Engineering, Procurement, Construction, Installation) approach. As for LEONARDO DA VINCI,
the new vessel will be built by the VARD Group (a subsidiary of the Fincantieri Group), one of the world leaders in the
design and construction of specialised vessels for the offshore market and will stand out for its technical performance,
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operational flexibility and sustainability.The new cable-laying vessel will be very similar to LEONARDO DA VINCI, which
was delivered in 2021 and exceeded all expectations in its first year of operations, being fully recognised by many in the
market as the best-in-class vessel to meet the growing demand of the submarine cable industry. “The development of
more efficient and sustainable power grid infrastructure is key to enable the energy transition and submarine cables are
an essential component,” said Valerio Battista, CEO Prysmian Group. “As global leader we are fully committed to
technology innovation and we are happy to partner with worldwide leaders in the construction of vessels like Fincantieri
and Vard to improve also our installation capabilities.”“The complexity of such a ship fully demonstrates Fincantieri’s
ability to ensure its customers technological excellence, constant innovation and commitment to sustainability,” said
Pierroberto Folgiero, CEO of Fincantieri. “Indeed, the highly demanding context in which the vessel will operate, both in
terms of environment and high-tech requirements, will enhance the sophisticated latest generation onboard systems. We
are therefore particularly pleased to serve Prysmian – once again – with a successful project in a sector such as the
cabling one, while supporting energy transition, which will attract investments in the near future.” With substantially the
same hull as Leonardo Da Vinci, a length of approximately 170m and a breadth of about 34m, the cable-laying vessel will
also be equipped with similar cable installation equipment such as: a first laying line with a capstan suitable for deep
water installation at over 3,000m; a second independent laying line with linear cable engines in order to increase
operating flexibility; 2 carousels of 7,000 and 10,000 tonnes, which ensure the highest cable loading capacity in the
market, enabling a reduced transportation time from the factory to the site, for an overall improved project efficiency.The
bollard pull will be in excess of 180 tonnes conferring the capability to perform complex installation operations and
supporting a variety of burial tools. The vessel will be equipped with state-of-the-art DP3 positioning and seakeeping
systems, while the maximum transit speed will exceed 16 knots.

The offshore jack up platform vessels 'SEAJACKS LEVIATHAN and SKYJACKS KRAKEN' moored alongside the MPI
Wharf at South Bank on the River Tees. 5th January 2023. Photo : Alastair Smith - Port Mulgrave ©

Port Houston to charge US$45 import dwell fee from
February 1
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THE Port of Huston is to introduce a Sustained Import Dwell Fee from February 1, 2023, to help maintain fluidity at the
Bayport and Barbours Cut Container Terminals and address long-term dwell. The US$45 fee will be charged per unit per
day starting on the eighth day after the expiration of free time, as defined in Tariff No 15 Subrule 095 and Tariff No 14
Subrule 093, according to AJOT. This fee is in addition to the demurrage charges for loaded import containers provided
for in those subrules and does not replace those charges. Containers will be on hold until all terminal fees are reconciled;
payment of such fees will be the responsibility of the cargo owner.Roger Guenther, executive director at Port Houston,
said: "The Sustained Import Dwell Fee is intended to minimize long-term storage of containers on the terminals and
promote fluidity of cargo movement. We've seen during the recent increase in demand that containers sitting on terminals
for an extended period of time are a challenge. We are implementing this additional tool to help optimize space at our
terminals and keep goods moving to the consumers in our region who need them."An Excessive Import Dwell Fee was
also approved in October, which can be implemented by Port Houston's executive director as needed. If implemented, it
will take effect following thirty days' public notice and remain in effect for at least sixty days. It is not being implemented
at this time.

The TAKLIFT 4 seen installing the new 490 mt crane boom at van Oord’s AEOLUS at Damen Verolme shiprepair in
Rotterdam Botlek Photo top : unknown author – Photo below : Jan Oosterboer ©
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Enchanted Princess Awarded a Good Housekeeping
2023 Family Travel Award

ENCHANTED PRINCESS has been awarded a Good Housekeeping 2023 Family Travel Award, recognizing the ship as
“Great for Groups.” The Princess ship is one of only three cruise ship experiences selected as winners The experts in the
Good Housekeeping Institute Labs spent seven months evaluating hundreds of travel gear and experience submissions
before selecting the winners. They considered attributes that are most important when it comes to family travel, such as
convenience, value, service, quality, safety, innovation, inclusion and more. For travel services and destinations, their
analysts visited cities, resorts and local attractions to provide first-hand feedback on their experiences.
Good Housekeeping also surveyed their proprietary panel and reviewed responses from over 3,000 consumers that have
taken recent trips to weigh in on their favorite vacation experiences, airlines, hotel chains, loyalty programs, booking
services and more.
The full list of awards can be found at www.goodhousekeeping.com/familytravel2023.
The 145,000-ton, 3,660-guest ENCHANTED PRINCESS debuted in 2021 and is the fifth of six Royal-Class to join the
Princess Cruises fleet. ENCHANTED PRINCESS represents an evolution of the design platform used for her sister ships
– REGAL PRINCESS, ROYAL PRINCESS, MAJESTIC PRINCESS, SKY PRINCESS and the most recently introduced
DiISCOVERY PRINCESS – offering an elevation of spectacular style and elegance that is distinguished by Princess. The
cruise ship introduced new dining experiences, the most pools and whirlpool hot tubs ever, world-class entertainment
venues and the breathtaking Sky Suites, offering expansive views from the largest balconies at sea. “We believe a cruise
vacation is the perfect way for families of all ages and sizes to come together to discover the world, relax onboard and
reconnect with loved ones, ultimately creating memories to last a lifetime,” said John Padgett, Princess Cruises president.
“We’re gratified the experts at Good Housekeeping recognized Enchanted Princess as ‘Great for Groups’ in their esteemed
2023 Family Travel Awards.” Princess welcomes cruisers of all ages to enjoy the diverse range of family fun, educational
and entertaining activities through the cruise line’s exclusive Discovery at SEA program, where captivating Discovery™ hit
series come alive. In addition, the cruise line’s award-winning “North to Alaska” culinary, entertainment and shore
excursions series bring the inspiring destination of Alaska to life through authentic, local experiences that offer families
unforgettable experiences. “We regularly hear from multigenerational families that they love cruising with us because all
the planning is done for them – from selecting the best tours in port to providing engaging onboard entertainment. All
they must do is come aboard and let Princess take care of every detail. And, grandparents, children and grandkids alike
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can all choose their preferred activities, then reunite for dinner to share their experiences,” Padgett said. ENCHANTED
PRINCESS is currently sailing a series of 10-day Southern Caribbean voyages roundtrip from Ft. Lauderdale through
March 2023. Then, the cruise ships transitions to the Mediterranean for a 2023 spring/summer season of cruises. Source
: SCVnews
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The divesupport vessel NIXE navigating Het Scheur inbound for Rotterdam Photo : Jan Oosterboer ©

MOL CEO: We will transport LNG from Russia as long
as we can

Japanese shipping heavyweight Mitsui O.S.K. Lines plans to resume energy transport business, mainly of LNG, from
Russia as long as possible, the company’s President & CEO Takeshi Hashimoto said in a New Year’s address.
“Disruptions in supply chains, soaring energy and grain prices, global inflation, and so on—turmoil continues in a variety
of fields. Some companies decided to withdraw from Russia-related business, but our group will continue to offer stable
transport services, placing the highest priority on securing the safety of crewmembers, cargo, and vessels, as a company
that develops a social infrastructure business centered on ocean shipping, transporting commodities essential to people’s
lives,” he said “Considering about strategic importance of energy supply under current circumstances, we will continue our
energy transport business, mainly LNG, from Russia, as long as we can, and this is also in line with the direction of the
Japanese government’s policy.Energy imports from Sakhalin 1 and Sakhalin 2 projects in Russia’s Far East are of strategic
importance for Japan. As of August 2022, Japan was the world’s largest importer of LNG with 4.3 billion metric tons
imported, with approximately 10 percent of its LNG from Russian suppliers, data from the U.S. government shows.
Due to its large dependence on Russian gas, the Japanese government was one of the rare governments to encourage
firms Mitsui & Co. and Mitsubishi Corporation to continue as investors in the Russian Sakhalin 2 gas project.
The Sakhalin II LNG project lost a major shareholder last year when Shell decided to exit its 27.5 percent stake, writing
off an investment with a book value of $1.6 billion. Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered the project to be transferred
from its Bermuda-based operator to a domestic company and told foreign shareholders they would have to re-apply to
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maintain their stake in the new entity.In August 2022, the Kremlin approved applications from the two Japanese trading
houses Mitsui and Mitsubishi Corp. to transfer their stakes to the new operator. Mitsui still holds a 12.5% stake in the
project.
In order to keep its imports untack, the Japanese government has managed to persuade its marine insurers to continue
war-risk coverage for vessels in Russian waters in January, according to Kyodo News. The firms are said to be
renegotiating the coverage with reinsurers after the latter announced their withdrawal from the business.
On the other hand, the U.S. is eager to avail of the ongoing supply-demand crunch and rising LNG prices due to Russia’s
war in Ukraine to connect its LNG suppliers with Japanese LNG off-takers.
Like its counterpart K Line, MOL also expects to post record-high profits for the current fiscal year, benefiting from strong
demand for ocean-going shipping and a surge in market rates. Freight rates have started to decline, especially in the
container business, and MOL expects a reversal in market conditions moving forward.
Hashimoto hopes that the nearly three-year-long turmoil caused by COVID-19 is finally coming to an end, however, due
to global inflation the company’s business results for the next fiscal year are likely to move downwards.
“This year, we may see the impact of inflationary measures in the U.S. and Europe, and a significant but temporary
downturn in the economy, however, we expect a return to a moderate expansionary trend in the not-too-distant future,
as the Chinese economy normalizes and the pace of U.S. interest rate hikes slows. We intend for this year to be one in
which we effectively use the capital we have accumulated over the past two years to prepare for deteriorating financial
results and to invest for our future growth,” he noted. The prediction comes as MOL readies to carry out a major
reorganization of its business. Namely, to expand its overseas regional business, the group will be broadly re-grouped into
“corporate organizations”, “business organizations”, and “regional organizations”.MOL is also working on the expansion
into non-traditional shipping businesses, such as offshore and cruise, to stabilize group’s earnings and hedge from market
volatility in shipping. In addition, the shipping major is launching the Human Capital Strategy Division, which will be
responsible for planning and promoting policies to develop and enhance the human capital of the entire group. “I want
MOL to be viewed as an excellent company in every aspect,” Hashimoto said. “The group’s policy is to actively pursue
overseas business development in line with its regional strategy, and we are also strengthening our non-shipping
businesses such as offshore, logistics, real estate, and cruise ships, in addition to the traditional ocean shipping business.
Let’s firmly commit to Rolling Plan 2022 and the new management plan starting next fiscal year, and aim to become an
excellent company through the growth of the group and the enhancement of our corporate value.” Source: offshoreenergy.biz

The HARIS arriving in Le Havre Photo : Fabien Montreuil ©

CMA CGM sails into new space

By : Sam Chambers
Already sailing the world’s seven seas, French liner CMA CGM has helped hoist a sail far, far away. After two years of
research and design, the satellite containing French start-up Gama’s solar sail was launched on a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket.
The solar sail is a new means of space propulsion that uses photons emitted by the Sun to move. It could theoretically
accelerate to speeds never before achieved by man-made objects. Similar to maritime navigation, it is the position of the
sail in relation to the Sun’s rays that will determine the trajectory of the craft. As with a classic sail, it is thus possible at
the same time to move away from the Sun but also to approach it, by sailing ‘upwind’. The Gama Alpha mission, which
CMA CGM is supporting, will allow Gama to test the deployment of a solar sail in low earth orbit (LEO), a decisive phase
for what the French carrier described as the democratisation of this new means of space propulsion. “The CMA CGM
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Group already uses satellite information to improve its operations worldwide for navigation, real-time maritime conditions
and telecommunications. With a rapidly growing space economy and a new impetus to develop space resources, reliable
and affordable space logistics will be needed to help develop commercial opportunities,” CMA CGM stated in a release.

…. PHOTO OF THE DAY …..

The MARIETJE HESTER navigating the Dutch coastal waters
Photo : Flying Focus Aerial Photography www.flyingfocus.nl ©
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Your feedback is important to me so please drop me an email if you have any photos /
articles that may be of interest to the maritime interested people at sea and ashore
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